
NEW YEAR, NEW YOGI
by Admin, Sapling Trust Foundation

Madam Sumali, who is pioneering practice for special needs yoga instructor

volunteers, taking thorough our special needs children for a yoga lesson.  And with

her Regular yoga practice she creates mental clarity and calmness; increases body

awareness; increase concentration, flexibly.Soft chanting and sitting postures at

the beginning of class are important for children with autism; it supports their

sensitivities to the external world by bringing inner balance so they can make the

transition to do yoga, as well as other activities.
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NEW SCHOOL YEAR TRAINING
Advice for CBC Curriculum

An in-house training programme was conducted to members of staff that

helped them to understand of the Competency based Curriculum (CBC)as well

as to mould employees’ attitude, to achieve support for organizational activities

and to obtain greater cooperation and loyalty.
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Your first day of school can at
times be difficult. Remember

to trust your instincts and
just be yourself.

Sapling Trust foundation had a number of 10 children participating in the

Athletic games and out of the 10 children 6 of them we selected and proceeded

to county  level where 1 of the won and proceeded to National level, and at

National levels Ryan Mugo did his best in shooting at a target and attained

position 1.
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School bells are ringing
loud and clear; vacation's

over,  school is here

During the non-uniform day the pupils of The Mombasa Academy raised

funds that they donated to Sapling Trust Foundation to assist in buying

stationery. In the pictures below Sapling Trust Foundation had sent

reprentatives to The Mombasa Academy during assembly to collect the funds.
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All kids need is a little
help, a little hope, and

someone who believes in
them
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Individualized Education Program which is facilitated by On-the-Spot

remediation. The teacher/s are guiding learners who have been identified as

having specific special needs. As show in the pictures below Teacher Kennedy,

teacher Mary and Teacher Rachael are taking their students through a lesson.



Members of staff receiving a   television
set from Madam Emily and her son Ryan
who used to school with us before
transfering to Nairobi.



Every child is a
different kind of flower

that altogether make
this world a beautiful

garden

The Mombasa Academy visited Sapling Trust Foundation for  an exchange

program, they had good time and mingled with the Sapling stars in classes,

occupational therapy room, sensory integration and the physiotherapy room

and they were so happy to learn new things. The Sapling stars performed

several songs and coral verse presentations to entertain the Mombasa

Academy, and The Mombasa Academy were not left behind. They shared

songs as well. They also brought us goodies i.e school bags, books, balls and

toys, that the children from needy famlies benefited from.
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The use of the shoulder joint and the wrist is very important in developing

functional use of hands. To train in the skills in occupational therapy we use

the workstation which comprises of activities for development of different

skills. The above learner had weakness of the shoulders and the arms and with

the use of the shoulder exercise ladder he has been able to improve in the

shoulder joint range of motion and a firmer hand grip, which has also assisted

to make his feeding and other hand functions easier. As he gains more strength

in moving the rod up the ladder more weight will be added on the rod to make

it harder therefore develop more strength in the muscles gradually.

The above child is undergoing a cognitive training in different areas of

challenges. Through a continuous process of learning, he has been able to

achieve better concentration and coordination. The colored marbles and the

containers are used to attract his attention and interest in the task. The

technique of scooping a specific colored marble and matching it with the same

colored container assists in learning to appropriately hold the utensil with the

correct grasp. The activity is as well used tofacilitate sustained attention and

also ability to differentiate the colors

Once you choose hope,
anything’s possible.
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It was an honour hosting the East Africa Safari Rally officials who were joined by 3

trustee members of Sapling Trust Foundation, they all had a good time as Sapling

stars entertained them with several songs. They support a child enrolled with us for

school fees.
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As Sapling Trust we are glad for the people who paid us a visit, volunteered
their time in teaching the children, and all the individuals who donated
therapy equipment, machines, clothes and funded us in one way or the other.

Madam Sumali brought with her a yoga trainer from India and the children

enjoyed hanging outwith him in around as he took them through the yoga

session


